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Abstract—Considering the sea ice decline in the Arctic during
the last decades, polynyas are of high research interest since these
features are core areas of new ice formation. The determination
of ice formation requires accurate retrieval of polynya area and
thin-ice thickness (TIT) distribution within the polynya. We use an
established energy balance model to derive TITs with MODIS ice
surface temperatures (Ts ) and NCEP/DOE Reanalysis II in the
Laptev Sea for two winter seasons. Improvements of the algorithm
mainly concern the implementation of an iterative approach to
calculate the atmospheric flux components taking the atmospheric
stratification into account. Furthermore, a sensitivity study is
performed to analyze the errors of the ice thickness. The results
are the following: 1) 2-m air temperatures (Ta ) and Ts have the
highest impact on the retrieved ice thickness; 2) an overestimation
of Ta yields smaller ice thickness errors as an underestimation
of Ta ; 3) NCEP Ta shows often a warm bias; and 4) the mean
absolute error for ice thicknesses up to 20 cm is ±4.7 cm. Based
on these results, we conclude that, despite the shortcomings of the
NCEP data (coarse spatial resolution and no polynyas), this data
set is appropriate in combination with MODIS Ts for the retrieval
of TITs up to 20 cm in the Laptev Sea region. The TIT algorithm
can be applied to other polynya regions and to past and future time
periods. Our TIT product is a valuable data set for verification of
other model and remote sensing ice thickness data.
Index Terms—Laptev Sea, MODIS, remote sensing, thin-ice
thickness.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IND-driven polynyas are meso- to small-scale areas
of open water and/or thin ice occurring in Arctic and
Antarctic shelf seas. Regarding the trend of shrinking sea ice
extent and thickness in the Arctic during the last decades [1],
[2], polynyas are of high research interest since these features
are core areas of new ice formation. The calculation of ice
production requires precise knowledge about the fraction of
open water and the thickness distribution of thin sea ice within
polynyas [3], [4]. The largest ice formation rates are found in
open-water regions. Thin ice acts as an insulating layer between
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ocean and atmosphere. Reference [5] suggests that a thin-ice
layer of around 5 cm reduces the turbulent heat fluxes by up to
270 Wm−2 depending on the temperature conditions and wind
speed of the atmospheric boundary layer above the thin ice.
Thus, thin-ice thickness (TIT) is a key variable when ice production is derived. In terms of that, a detailed investigation of
the uncertainties in the variables required for the TIT retrieval
is necessary to determine the accuracy of the ice thickness
distribution within the polynya.
Our regional focus is on the Laptev Sea of the Siberian
Arctic [located between 100◦ E to 140◦ E and 70◦ N to 80◦ N;
Fig. 1(a)], which is an area of high new ice formation rates examined in a various number of studies (e.g., [3], [4], and [6]–[8]).
These and other studies show that accurate data sets for the
polynya area and ice thickness distribution within the polynya
are needed. Remote sensing data yield the potential to retrieve
these two variables over large areas and long time periods.
Polynya area and thin-ice distribution can be derived from
passive microwave data. Several sea ice concentration (SIC)
products are calculated from the Special Sensor Microwave
Imager (SSM/I) brightness temperatures for the last 30 years
with a spatial resolution of 25 × 25 km2 [9]–[11] and from the
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer—Earth Observing
System (AMSR-E) brightness temperatures for the last 10 years
with a spatial resolution of 6.25 × 6.25 km2 [12]. Based on
SICs, the polynya area can be estimated using a threshold
method (e.g. [13]–[15]). Another possibility in classifying the
polynya area is by using the Polynya Signature Simulation
Method (PSSM) based on SSM/I (AMSR-E) brightness temperatures [3], [16]–[19]. The PSSM method depends on polarization ratios of the 37.5 (36) and 85 (89) GHz frequencies
utilizing the high resolution of the 85 (89) GHz channel and
the less atmospheric disturbed 37.5 (36) GHz channel. TITs of
up to 20 cm are determined using these polarization ratios of
SSM/I and AMSR-E brightness temperatures and a regression
model based on thermal TITs derived from optical remote
sensing data (see the following discussion and [19]–[23]). Due
to the coarse spatial resolution of these passive microwave data
sets, small flaw polynyas are often not resolved. An advantage
of these data sets is the complete daily coverage.
Another option to attain TIT and polynya area is by using
thermal infrared data. The method is based on the strong relation between ice surface temperatures and TITs. Ice thicknesses
are calculated using ice surface temperatures and additional
atmospheric data, with the condition that the total atmospheric
energy flux is balanced by the conductive heat flux through the
ice. The calculation of thermal TITs started more than 30 years
ago using airborne infrared imagery in combination with a very
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Fig. 1. (a) Map of MODIS (MOD29) ice-surface temperatures in the Laptev Sea on 26 March 2009 1220 UTC. The black line broadly indicates the polynya
region in the Laptev Sea. The mask is based on [37]. The small rectangle in (a) locates the subset shown in (b). The north-east oriented stripes around −15 ◦C
located at 120◦ −140◦ E and 75◦ −78◦ N are clouds not identified by the MODIS cloud mask. (b) Subset of the Laptev Sea. Triangles in the map denote the
positions of five aerial photographs which were taken on 26 March 2009 0800 UTC during the TRANSDRIFT XV expedition. Black pixels (shown in gray in
color version of this figure) in map (a) and (b) mark data gaps due to clouds.

simple surface energy model [24]. Since the 1980s, satellite
thermal infrared data are provided by the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) with a spatial resolution of
∼1 × 1 km2 . A first thin-ice retrieval study using AVHRR is
accomplished by [25]. They applied the method in [24] as well
as a simple theoretical approach [26] and found that AVHRR
surface temperatures are reliable, but the retrieved ice thickness results are ambiguous, which might arise from simplified
parameterizations of the fluxes or inappropriate atmospheric
data. Improvement of the thin-ice retrieval is continued by
[27]. They used AVHRR data in a thermodynamic ice growth
model [28] to retrieve the ice thicknesses up to 50 cm with a
relative error of ±20%. Compared to the previous algorithms,
this model is more detailed concerning the calculation of the net
total radiation balance, the separate treatment of the turbulent
heat fluxes, and the conductivity of the ice/snow layer. Based
on the method in [27], [19] and [29]–[31] performed case
studies with a slightly modified algorithm for Arctic shelf seas.
Error analyses of the ice thickness case studies show a high
quality of this data set in comparison to other thin-ice data
sets (e.g., about 80% agreement for moored or submarine ULS;
[30], [32]).
What we apply in the present study is a surface-energy
balance model (Fig. 2) based on the TIT retrieval of [31] us-

ing Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
thermal infrared imagery. The main advantage of MODIS
compared to AVHRR is the improved cloud detection. The
parameterizations of surface-energy fluxes in previous TIT
retrieval methods are often not the state of the art from the
view of an atmospheric boundary researcher, and therefore,
more improvements are needed. The aims of the study are the
following:
1) to improve the TIT algorithm by including better parameterizations;
2) to perform a thorough sensitivity analysis of the TIT
algorithm and to quantify the errors;
3) to produce a MODIS thin-ice thickness product for two
winter seasons for the Laptev Sea.
This paper is structured as follows. After an introduction
of the data sets in Section II, the TIT algorithm is described.
The results concerning the improvement of the algorithm are
discussed in Section III. Section IV deals with the statistical and
comparative sensitivity analysis. A summary and the overall
conclusion of the publication together with an outlook are given
in Section V.
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC DATA SETS NCEP AND COSMO

II. DATA S ETS
A. Remote Sensing Data Sets
MODIS Ice Surface Temperatures: The TIT algorithm used
is based on MODIS ice surface temperatures (Ts ). We
use the MODIS Terra and Aqua Sea Ice Extent product
(MOD/MYD29; [33]) that includes ice surface temperatures for
the winters 2007/2008 and 2008/2009. The data are provided
with a spatial resolution of 1 × 1 km2 and an accuracy of
±1.6 ◦ C [34]. The data product is available through the US
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Warehouse Inventory Search Tool Web site (https://wist.echo.nasa.
gov). The quality-proofed MODIS cloud mask (MOD/MYD35)
is implemented to this MODIS Ts product to exclude cloudy
regions [34]–[36]. The cloud mask algorithm has difficulties in
identifying sea smoke and thin low clouds resulting in too high
ice surface temperatures where these clouds occur [Fig. 1(a)].
A polynya mask is applied according to [37] to MODIS Ts
to focus our study on the polynya regions in the Laptev Sea
[Fig. 1(a)].
We use the TIT algorithm only for nighttime MODIS Ts
pixels. For an accurate calculation of the short-wave radiation
balance, the variables albedo, solar incident radiation, and bidirectional reflectance would have to be taken into account [38].
Currently, the parameterization of these variables is difficult
due to the lack of adequate data of incident solar radiation and
albedo with sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions. A pixelby-pixel calculation of sunrise and sunset is implemented to
exclude regions affected by possible incident solar radiation.
AMSR-E SICs: We obtain the AMSR-E SICs with a spatial resolution of 6.25 × 6.25 km2 for the winters 2007/2008
and 2008/2009 from the University of Hamburg [11], [12].
AMSR-E SICs are used to calculate polynya area (POLA)
for comparison with MODIS TIT results because SICs are set
as initial sea ice conditions in the consortium for small-scale
modeling (COSMO) model configuration (see the following
discussion and [39]).

B. Model Data Sets for Atmospheric Data
Besides MODIS Ts , atmospheric variables are required for
the calculation of TITs. Each of the atmospheric variables

is taken from two atmospheric models to retrieve two TIT
products which can be compared with each other.
NCEP: We use US National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP)/Department of Energy (DOE) Reanalysis II
[40]. In the following, the data set is referred to as NCEP. The
global data set has a spatial resolution of 1.75◦ (∼200-km grid
size in our area) and a temporal resolution of 6 h (Table I).
The variables 2-m air temperature (Ta ), 10-m wind speed
(U10m ), 2-m specific humidity (qa ), mean sea level pressure (p)
are used.
COSMO: COSMO is a nonhydrostatic regional weather prediction model [41], [42]. Since 1999, COSMO has been the
main part of the German Weather Service’s numerical weather
forecast system. Reference [39] used the model for the Laptev
Sea region and implemented a thermodynamic sea ice model in
COSMO. A high-resolution version of COSMO is nested with
two steps in the Global Model Extended (GME with 40-km
spatial resolution). AMSR-E SIC is included in the model setup
as an initial field of sea ice conditions. With daily updated
AMSR-E SIC, model runs of 30 h (6-h spin-up time inclusive)
were completed and composed to one data set. The simulations
have a horizontal resolution of 5 km and a temporal resolution of 1 h (Table I). COSMO simulations are abbreviated as
COSMO in the following.

III. R ETRIEVAL OF TITs
A. TIT Algorithm
The strong relation between ice surface temperatures and
TITs is shown in Fig. 1. The comparison of the ice surface temperatures and the aerial photographs show that, in contrast to
the cold fast ice, open water has a temperature near its freezing
point. Going further offshore, the temperature decreases with
increasing ice thickness.
Our thin-ice retrieval is based on the model of [31]. We
modified the algorithm at the following two calculation steps:
1) calculation of the turbulent heat fluxes by an iterative
stability dependent bulk approach;
2) improved parameterization of the calculation of the atmospheric emission coefficient required for the determination of the incoming long-wave radiation.
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The outgoing long-wave radiation L ↑ is calculated using the
ice surface temperature Ts and the emission coefficient of the
surface εs taken as 1 [44]
L ↑= εs σTs4 .

Fig. 2. TIT retrieval scheme. L ↓ and L ↑ are the incoming and outgoing
long-wave radiation components, H0 and E0 are the turbulent heat fluxes, QA
is the net energy flux to the atmosphere, QI is the conductive heat flux through
the ice, Ts is the ice surface temperature, Tf is the freezing temperature of sea
water, and ht is the ice thickness.

The energy balance model in Fig. 2 is described in more
detail in the following. The algorithm is based on the condition
that the total energy flux to the atmosphere QA (1) is equal to
the conductive heat flux through the ice QI .
QA is calculated as follows:
Q A = Q 0 − H 0 − E0

(1)

where Q0 is the net radiation balance, H0 is the sensible heat
flux, and E0 is the latent heat flux. Ice production will occur
if the energy flux to the atmosphere QA is negative and the
water is at its freezing point. The latter is generally observed
throughout the winter period.
As mentioned previously, we exclude daytime conditions
[32]. Therefore, Q0 is determined by the long-wave radiation
components only
Q0 = L ↓ −L ↑ .

(2)

The incoming long-wave radiation L ↓ is calculated using
Stefan–Boltzmann’s law
L ↓= εa σTa4

(3)

where Ta is the 2-m air temperature, σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant, and εa is the atmospheric emission coefficient parameterized according to [43]

εa = 0.0003 (Ta [K] − 273.16)2 − 0.0079

× (Ta [K] − 273.16) + 1.2983 ∗ (ea [hP a]/Ta [K])1/7

(4)

with ea as the 2-m water-vapor pressure which is calculated using the specific humidity qa and the mean sea-level
pressure p
ea = (qa p)/0.622.

(5)

(6)

The latent heat flux E0 and the sensible heat flux H0 are
calculated using an iterative bulk approach following [45].
This approach includes the atmospheric stability using the
Monin–Obukhov similarity theory and the associated universal functions (see Section III-B). The 10-m wind speed is
interpolated to the 2-m level. A constant roughness length for
momentum z0 of 1 × 10−3 m is used.
For the calculation of the conductive heat flux through the
ice QI , we assume a pure ice layer with a linear temperature
profile [30], [32]. As in other comparable studies (e.g., [30]),
we neglect snow on the thin ice, which is in accordance with
in situ observations during the TRANSDRIFT XV expedition
(see Fig. 1). The heat flux through the thin-ice layer QI can
then be calculated as follows:
QI = ki (Ts − Tf )/ht

(7)

where ki is the conductivity of pure ice (2.03 W K−1 m−1 ),
Tf is the freezing temperature of sea water, and ht is the ice
thickness.
As described previously, QA is equal to QI , which allows us
to solve (7) for the ice thickness ht
ht = ki (Ts − Tf )/QA .

(8)

As input variables, we use MODIS Ts as well as atmospheric
variables to calculate the components of the energy flux to the
atmosphere QA . Each atmospheric variable is taken from the
two different data sets NCEP and COSMO. These data sets are
reprojected to a 1 × 1 km2 grid. The TIT products are derived
using MODIS ice surface temperatures in combination with the
following:
1) NCEP atmospheric variables, referred to as
TITMODIS+NCEP ;
2) COSMO atmospheric variables, referred to as
TITMODIS+COSMO .
We calculate TITs for the two winter seasons 2007/2008 and
2008/2009 with MODIS Ts and NCEP atmospheric variables.
TITs with MODIS Ts and COSMO atmospheric variables are
calculated for case studies to compare both products with each
other.
B. Improvement of the Atmospheric Flux Calculations
In this section, the modifications of the thin-ice algorithm are
analyzed and discussed in comparison to [31]. We regard TITs
up to 50 cm.
The most significant modification of the TIT algorithm concerns the calculation of the turbulent heat fluxes. Reference
[31] approximated the 2-m wind speed using the geostrophic
wind and a reduction factor of 0.34 [46]. Bulk equations with a
constant transfer coefficient for heat (CH ) of 3 × 10−3 for very
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TABLE II
TEN MODIS SCENES EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED OVER THE T WO WINTER
SEASONS 2007/2008 AND 2008/2009. EACH SCENE SHOWS A DISTINCTIVE
POLYNYA EVENT. THE SCENES ARE USED INSTEAD OF ALL FOR
SOME ANALYSES

Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of the heat transfer coefficient (CH ) (0.2 ×
10−3 bins) for the winters 2007/2008 (light gray) and 2008/2009 (dark gray).
The calculation of CH is based on MODIS ice surface temperatures and NCEP
atmospheric variables. The influence of the atmospheric stratification to CH is
shown.

thin ice and 1.75 × 10−3 for thicker ice are used (thresholds for
very thin ice and thicker ice are not specified in their paper).
In contrast, we apply an iterative approach following [45] to
calculate the turbulent heat fluxes, which takes into account the
near-surface atmospheric stratification for CH . The wind speed
is taken from atmospheric model data and is adjusted to a height
of 2 m using a constant roughness length of 1 × 10−3 m.
Fig. 3 shows a histogram of CH calculated with NCEP
data for the two winter seasons 2007/2008 and 2008/2009 for
all pixels with an ice thickness between 0 and 50 cm. The
maximum frequency of CH is at 2.0 × 10−3 for both winter
seasons. However, also larger values of up to 3.8 × 10−3 occur
for very unstable stratification.
The constant values for CH of 1.75 × 10−3 and 3.0 × 10−3
used by [31] seem to be reasonable compared to our results
(using a variable CH ). In order to quantify the effect of these
constant transfer coefficients on the ice thickness retrieval, we
select ten MODIS scenes for polynya events listed in Table II.
If a constant CH of 3 × 10−3 is used instead of a variable
coefficient, the ice thickness between 0 and 50 cm will be, on
average, 1.9 cm thinner (Table III). A maximum of 4-cm difference occurs for the 10–20-cm ice class. Using a constant CH of
1.75 × 10−3 , the ice thickness is, on average, 6.9 cm thinner in
comparison to the iterative approach (Table III). Ice thicknesses
calculated with both constant heat transfer coefficients are,
in general, underestimated. For the ten MODIS scenes, we
can conclude that, for simplification, a CH of 3.0 × 10−3 is
applicable for ice thicknesses up to 50 cm. A constant CH of
1.75 × 10−3 yields larger ice thickness differences for all ice
classes compared to a variable CH .
This examination implies that CH values used in the study
in [31] are suitable as a first approach. However, the iterative approach following [45] as used in our model takes the
atmospheric stratification into account and determines pixelwise CH , improving the accuracy of the coefficient and thus
the accuracy of the derived TITs.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF TIT CALCULATED WITH A CONSTANT HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT (1.75 × 10−3 AND 3.0 × 10−3 ) AND A VARIABLE HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT USING THE TEN EXAMPLES SHOWN IN TABLE II.
ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ICE THICKNESSES
FOR D IFFERENT I CE C LASSES A RE S HOWN

A second modification concerns the parameterization scheme
of the atmospheric emission coefficient. Reference [31] applied
the parameterization of the atmospheric emission coefficient
following [47] (EF61). In our study, we determine the atmospheric emission coefficient using a newer improved approach
following [43] (JI06). The main difference between the two
approaches is that EF61 parameterizes the emissivity using the
water vapor pressure only and JI06 uses additionally the 2-m
air temperature. JI06 improved the parameterization scheme
of [48] for clear-sky polar regions using data of two field
campaigns in the Canadian Arctic. The developed empirical
model is compared with 11 other parameterization schemes
including EF61. JI06’s results indicate that their method has
the smallest mean error and that their method is transferrable to
other cold regions.
The calculation of the atmospheric emission coefficient with
MODIS Ts and NCEP atmospheric variables using JI06’s
method for winter season 2007/2008 gives coefficients between
0.59 and 0.82. Using EF61’s method, the coefficient varies
between 0.75 and 0.78, covering a smaller range. Ice thicknesses are retrieved for the ten MODIS scenes (Table II) using
JI06’s and EF61’s parameterizations. A comparison of the ice
thickness distributions shows that JI06’s parameterization, in
general, results in thinner ice. The ice thickness is up to 7 cm
thinner than when using EF61’s parameterization scheme. In a
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TABLE IV
UNCERTAINTIES OF THE INPUT VARIABLES USED FOR THE CALCULATION
OF TIT. U NCERTAINTIES A RE B ASED ON THE M ENTIONED R EFERENCES

few cases, the ice is thicker using JI06’s parameterization, with
a maximum of 1 cm.
Assuming that JI06’s approach gives more accurate results
than EF61’s approach, the ice thicknesses in previous studies
are mostly slightly overestimated (means of ten MODIS scenes
between −1.1 and +2.6 cm).
IV. S ENSITIVITY A NALYSIS
A. Statistical Sensitivity Analysis
1) Methods: As a first step, we analyze the importance of
each individual input variable on the retrieved TIT in dependence to its uncertainty. The uncertainties of the input variables
Ts , Ta , U10m , and relative humidity RH are deduced on the basis of verification studies (Table IV). We assume the following
uncertainties based on [15], [34], and [49]: ΔTs = ±1.6 ◦ C,
ΔTa = ±4.5 ◦ C, ΔU10m = ±1.3 m s−1 , and ΔRH = ±20%.
We use the relative humidity instead of the specific humidity
to avoid inconsistencies between air temperature and saturation
humidity. The analysis is performed using the MODIS scenes
of Table II. TIT fields are calculated, varying the input variables
sequentially with their minimum and maximum uncertainties.
As a second step, we perform a Monte Carlo error estimation
for the MODIS TITs to account for the combination of the
uncertainties of the input variables and their impact on the
retrieved ice thicknesses. The Monte Carlo error estimation
is performed for the input variables MODIS Ts and NCEP
atmospheric variables. MODIS scenes of winter 2007/2008
(2401) and MODIS scenes of winter 2008/2009 (2240) are
used. The thin-ice retrieval is a nonlinear function of the input
variables
ht = ht (Ts , Ta , U10m , RH).

(9)

For each MODIS scene, 100 random values within the error
range of each variable (Table IV) are generated. Then, a population of 100 synthetic thin-ice distributions is calculated using
MODIS and NCEP input variables plus a random error value.
Since the focus is on the ice production, only combinations
with a negative net energy flux to the atmosphere QA and
unstable stratification are used (see Section III-A). Due to these
restrictions, the number of TIT calculations can be less than 100
for some MODIS pixels (89 on average).
2) Results and Discussion: The first part of the statistical
analysis gives insight into the ranking of the input variables
in terms of their impact on the retrieved ice thickness. The
analysis focuses on ice thicknesses up to 20 cm for clarity. In the

TABLE V
RANKING OF THE INPUT VARIABLES IN TERMS OF THEIR IMPACT TO THE
RETRIEVED POLYNYA AREA (THIN ICE ≤ 20 cm). THE AVERAGED
POLYNYA AREA (POLA) OF TEN MODIS SCENES (TABLE II) AND THE
ANOMALY IN PERCENT WHEN VARYING THE INPUT VARIABLES
(Ts = MODIS ICE SURFACE TEMPERATURE, Ta = 2-m air temperature,
RH = relative humidity, AND U10m = 10-m wind speed) ABOUT THEIR
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM UNCERTAINTIES ARE SHOWN (TABLE IV).
THE TIT IS CALCULATED WITH MODIS Ts AND
NCEP ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES

following, the results of the Monte Carlo error estimation show
that a maximum limit of 20-cm ice thickness is a better choice
than 50 cm. The errors in the ice thickness become very large
when the ice is thicker than 20 cm. Table V shows the reference
POLA (including all thin-ice pixels up to 20 cm) and the
anomaly in percent when varying the input variables about their
minimum and maximum uncertainties. The averaged reference
POLA of the ten examples listed in Table II is 8780 km2 .
The results with varying uncertainties indicate that Ta has the
highest (change in POLA of +141/−55%) and RH the lowest
impact (change in POLA of +10/−8%) on the derived TIT
and, hence, POLA. Ts has the second highest impact on the
calculated ice thickness (change in POLA of +75/−44%). The
hierarchy is the following: Ta , Ts , U10m , and RH.
After the examination of POLA, the impact of the input
variables’ uncertainties to different ice classes is investigated.
Fig. 4(a) shows the average number of pixels of the reference ice thicknesses for the three ice classes 0–5 cm (cl1),
5–10 cm (cl2), and 10–20 cm (cl3). The other subplots of
Fig. 4(b-i) present the anomaly to the reference ice thickness,
varying each input variable about their minimum and maximum
uncertainties. We find that the uncertainties in the retrieved
ice thicknesses up to 5 cm are smallest for each variable
(e.g., +66/−42% for Ts ). Higher anomalies are found for
the ice class 10–20 cm for all input variables, indicating an
increase in ice thickness uncertainty with thicker ice (e.g.,
+72/−44% for Ts ). The highest anomalies are found for Ta : an
underestimation of Ta results in +154% more, and an
overestimation of Ta results in −57% less thin-ice pixels between 10 and 20 cm. This is in agreement with the analysis of
POLA where the overestimation of POLA is highest when Ta
is underestimated. The error analysis of the ice classes confirms
that Ta and Ts uncertainties have the highest impact; RH and
U10m uncertainties have only a minimal impact on the retrieved
ice thickness.
The results of the Monte Carlo error estimation for different
ice classes and the winter seasons 2007/2008 and 2008/2009
are shown in Table VI. Comparing the uncertainty values
for the two years, we find that, up to 20 cm, the errors
are low and almost the same (errors of 1 to 5 cm). For
thicker ice, the uncertainties become larger (errors of 12 to
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Fig. 4. (a) Averaged sum of reference thin-ice pixels for ice classes cl1 (0–5 cm), cl2 (5–10 cm), and cl3 (10–20 cm). (b)–(i) Anomaly to reference ice thickness
for the input variables with their minimum and maximum uncertainties (Table IV).
TABLE VI
STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTY CALCULATED WITH MONTE CARLO ERROR
ESTIMATION USING THE UNCERTAINTIES LISTED IN TABLE IV FOR
WINTERS 2007/2008 AND 2008/2009 AND DIFFERENT ICE CLASSES

60 cm) and differ strongly between the two winter seasons
(24-cm difference for the ice class 40–50 cm). Again, the
uncertainties of the input variables have a higher impact on
thicker ice. A further explanation about this feature is given
in Section IV-B.
The mean uncertainties in the ice thicknesses from 0 to
20 cm are ±4.7 cm for winter 2007/2008 and ±4.6 cm for
winter 2008/2009, and the mean over both seasons is ±4.7 cm.
For the ice thicknesses from 0 to 50 cm, the mean uncertainties
are ±26.1 cm for winter 2007/2008 and ±36.0 cm for winter
2008/2009, and the mean over both seasons is ±31.1 cm.
The results of the Monte Carlo error estimation lead to
the conclusion that, for subsequent application, only MODIS
ice thicknesses up to 20 cm should be used. In terms of ice
production, ice thicknesses in this range are sufficient since we

assume that ice formation rates are strongest in regions with ice
thicknesses up to 20 cm.
Summarizing the results of the statistical sensitivity analysis,
we find the following.
1) The mean absolute errors for both winter seasons are
±4.7 cm for ice of 0–20 cm thickness and ±31.1 cm for
ice of 0–50 cm thickness.
2) The uncertainty in Ts and Ta influence strongly the
calculation of the ice thickness.
3) An underestimation of Ta results in a strong underestimation of the ice thickness (i.e., more pixels with ice
thicknesses below 20 cm and hence larger polynya areas);
an overestimation of Ta results in an overestimation of
the ice thickness, but the anomaly to the reference value
is moderate.
4) The uncertainties in the atmospheric variables have a
smaller impact on very thin ice (up to 10 cm) than on
thicker ice.
5) For subsequent applications, MODIS ice thicknesses below 20 cm should only be used.
B. Comparative Sensitivity Analysis
The statistical analysis gives the uncertainty in the ice thickness in dependence of the mean uncertainties in the NCEP
atmospheric variables. The comparative sensitivity analysis
investigates the uncertainties which can emerge from different
atmospheric data sets. As atmospheric data sets, we consider,
on the one hand, NCEP data and, on the other hand, COSMO
data with regional coverage of the Laptev Sea. The reasons for
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using COSMO additionally as an atmospheric data set are the
following.
1) Reference [15] shows that COSMO data better agree with
observations on the fast ice compared to NCEP.
2) Because of the high resolution, COSMO simulations
include the impact of the polynyas on the atmospheric
boundary layer.
Two selected case studies are analyzed and discussed in the
following. We focus on the ice thicknesses up to 20 cm (see
Section IV-A). Additionally, Envisat ASAR images are used for
comparison.
The first case study was chosen for January 3, 2009, 0135
UTC (Fig. 5). The polynya is part of the Anabar-Lena polynya.
It opens on December 30, 2008, and closes on January 7, 2009.
MODIS Ts resolves the polynya structure with a sharp temperature transition between fast ice and polynya area. Adjacent
to the fast-ice edge, a small band of relatively high temperatures (around −8 ◦ C) occurs, indicating an area of very thin
ice. Going further offshore, the surface temperature decreases
continuously. The NCEP Ta field does not show a polynya
signal (no heating of the lower atmosphere). Air temperatures
are almost homogenously distributed (Ta around −22 ◦ C) in
the whole Laptev Sea. In contrast, the COSMO Ta field shows
higher temperatures (up to −15 ◦ C) in polynya regions and an
abrupt change to very cold temperatures (around −22 ◦ C) going
further offshore. However, the COSMO Ta pattern is not the
same as that for MODIS Ts .
Contour lines for ice thicknesses of 10 and 20 cm are shown
in Fig. 5(a) and (c). The total polynya area with thin ice ≤ 20
cm is the same for the ice thickness products TITMODIS+NCEP
and TITMODIS+COSMO and consistent with the polynya area
shown in Envisat ASAR backscatter coefficients [Fig. 5(e)].
In the following, the main problems resulting from the use
of coarse resolution NCEP data in combination with MODIS
Ts are examined. In addition, the case study also shows
how the high-resolution COSMO data interact on MODIS ice
thicknesses. When interpreting TITMODIS+COSMO , the differences between polynya area from the remote sensing data sets
MODIS and AMSR-E have to be taken into account.
The interdependence of Ts and Ta and the impact on the
retrieved ice thickness are illustrated with the across-polynya
transects shown in Fig. 5(f) and (g). Comparing the temperatures and the corresponding ice thicknesses, we can divide the
transect into two domains. In domain I, consistent temperature
peaks of COSMO Ta and MODIS Ts are observed starting at
the transition region between fast ice and very thin ice. NCEP
Ta is constant over the entire transect and up to 4 ◦ C lower
than COSMO Ta . Despite the difference in NCEP and COSMO
Ta , the resulting ice thickness starts with very thin ice for both
retrievals (TITMODIS+COSMO and TITMODIS+NCEP ). This can
be explained with the strong temperature gradient between
surface and lower atmosphere (term in the equation for the calculation of H0 ) in regions of very thin ice, leading to similar ice
thicknesses mostly independent of the atmospheric data sets.
Due to these strong temperature differences, the uncertainties
of the atmospheric input variables are masked. Since the quality
of MODIS Ts is high (accuracy of ±1.6 ◦ C) and taking this

masking effect into account, the thermal TITs are reliable up
to 10 cm, more or less independent of the uncertainties in the
atmospheric variables for this case study. This is supported by
the statistical sensitivity analysis (Fig. 4 and Table VI). With increasing distance to the fast-ice edge (end of domain I), the peak
in COSMO Ta leads to thicker ice in TITMODIS+COSMO in
comparison to TITMODIS+NCEP . COSMO Ta is more reliable
because the modification of the atmospheric boundary layer
due to polynyas is taken into account, resulting in higher air
temperatures. Hence, ice thickness retrievals are more reliable.
NCEP Ta is underestimated, resulting in underestimated ice
thicknesses. This means that atmospheric data sets which do not
capture polynyas generally underestimate Ta in these regions as
well as underestimate the calculated TIT.
In domain II, MODIS Ts indicates a gradual thickening of
the ice. However, TITMODIS+COSMO shows thinner ice. The
ice thickness for both TIT products is almost identical. This
indicates that COSMO and NCEP Ta are both too low. While
the inconsistency between MODIS Ts and NCEP Ta is obvious
(too coarse spatial resolution and no polynyas), the explanation
for the COSMO data is given by inconsistencies between the
AMSR-E-based polynya mask used in COSMO and MODIS
data. The polynya signal in COSMO simulations results from
AMSR-E SICs used as lower boundary and the model’s fine
spatial resolution (5 km) which is able to resolve polynyas. In
the COSMO model, all grid cells with AMSR-E SIC below
70% are set to 10-cm ice thickness; all other sea ice grid cells
are set to 1-m ice thickness. This jump from thin ice to thick ice
results in the relatively abrupt temperature decrease of COSMO
Ta downstream the temperature peak [Fig. 5(d) and (f)]. In the
following, the differences between polynya area derived from
MODIS and AMSR-E is investigated in more detail. Although
ice thicknesses are also derived from AMSR-E [21], these
methods rely on a calibration using MODIS ice thicknesses.
Thus, SIC from AMSR-E is used. In accordance with other
studies, it is assumed that all grid cells with AMSR-E SIC below 70% describe the polynya area (e.g., [13] and [14]). In order
to investigate the ability of AMSR-E to capture polynyas, Fig. 6
compares AMSR-E POLA and TITMODIS+NCEP POLA for a
complete winter period. The results indicate that, in general, the
AMSR-E POLA captures polynyas of an ice thickness between
10 and 15 cm. Polynya regions including higher ice thickness
are mostly missing, particularly for mid-winter months. In view
of these results, it is reasonable that a mean ice thickness of
10 cm is used for polynya areas in COSMO. However, in
regions with thicker ice not classified as a polynya, COSMO
Ta gives low temperatures as expected in drift ice regions. A
transition zone of continuously decreasing temperatures as seen
in MODIS Ts also for thicker ice than 10–20 cm is therefore not
represented in COSMO Ta , resulting in the temperature jump
mentioned before.
The differences in the MODIS Ts product and the AMSR-E
data result from the different measurement techniques of both
data sets. The MODIS data set has, with 1 × 1 km2 , a finer
spatial resolution as the AMSR-E data (6.25 × 6.25 km2 ). The
coarse spatial resolution of AMSR-E data has an impact on
the quality of the ice concentration retrieval. Pixels between
fast/drift ice and open water/thin ice are influenced by both
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Fig. 5. (a) MODIS ice surface temperatures (Ts ) from January 3, 2009, 0135 UTC with ice thickness (TIT) contour lines of TITMODIS+NCEP product.
(b) Corresponding NCEP 2-m air temperature (Ta ) from January 3, 2009, 0000 UTC. (c) MODIS Ts from the same date with ice thickness contour lines of
TITMODIS+COSMO product. (d) Corresponding COSMO Ta from January 3, 2009, 0200 UTC; the vertical line in (b) and (d) marks the transect shown in (f)
and (g). (e) Envisat ASAR image of January 3, 2009, 0243 UTC. (f) NCEP COMSO Ta and MODIS Ts for the transect across the polynya. (g) Ice thickness as
given by TITMODIS+NCEP and TITMODIS+COSMO for the transect across the polynya. FI = fast ice.

ice types, resulting in mixture pixels as stated by [19]. In
particular, this is important for narrow polynyas. Due to these
characteristics, AMSR-E POLA is generally underestimated in
comparison to TITMODIS+NCEP POLA. An adjustment of the
SIC threshold from 70% to a higher value does not yield better
results but leads to misclassification in non-polynya regions. We
conclude that COSMO data include flaw polynyas, but the size
is underestimated.
The second case study shows an open polynya in the AnabarLena region on January 6, 2009, 0205 UTC (Fig. 7). MODIS
Ts is around −5 ◦ C adjacent to the fast-ice edge and decreases
going further offshore. Again, NCEP Ta is homogenously distributed (around −15 ◦ C). COSMO gives Ta around −17 ◦ C in
the polynya region and around −23 ◦ C in the fast-ice and driftice regions and shows again the abrupt temperature decrease

at the offshore polynya border. As mentioned for the first case
study, the polynya seen in COSMO Ta is here narrower than the
polynya signal in MODIS Ts .
Although no polynya is captured in NCEP, Ta is, in all
regions (fast ice, polynya, and drift ice), warmer than COSMO
Ta . In the polynya region, NCEP Ta is around 2 ◦ C warmer;
in fast-ice and drift-ice regions, NCEP Ta is around 8 ◦ C
warmer than COSMO Ta . The NCEP warm bias occurs in
relation to COSMO for the two winter seasons 2007/2008 and
2008/2009 with a mean bias of 1 ◦ C and 3 ◦ C, respectively
(not shown). If NCEP Ta is overestimated, thin-ice retrievals
with MODIS Ts and NCEP atmospheric variables will result in
overestimated ice thicknesses [Fig. 7(e)]. In contrast, the calculated ice thicknesses with MODIS Ts and COSMO atmospheric
variables are thinner for this case study [Fig. 7(f)]. The area
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polynya signal (Ta underestimated): retrieved ice thicknesses are too thin.
4) NCEP Ta is overestimated (warm bias): retrieved ice
thicknesses are too thick.
V. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Number of polynya pixels counted from TITMODIS+NCEP up to
10 cm (dark gray), 15 cm (light gray), and 20 cm (white) as well as the number
of polynya pixels as counted from AMSR-E SICs lower than 70% (black) for
December 2007 to April 2008. MODIS and AMSR-E are interpolated to the
5-km COSMO grid.

with ice thicknesses less than 20-cm ice thickness is extremely
large for TITMODIS+COSMO (large polynya) in comparison to
TITMODIS+NCEP (small polynya). The contrary impact on the
derived ice thicknesses using overestimated or underestimated
Ta is striking. In agreement with the statistical analysis (Fig. 4),
the case study shows that an underestimation of Ta has a strong
influence on the retrieved ice thickness (ice thicknesses are
extremely underestimated).
Taking this warm bias of NCEP Ta into account, the difference of the errors for the two winters for thicker ice than
20 cm can be explained (Monte Carlo error estimation;
Table VI). The difference results from errors in the NCEP data.
The number of dates with underestimated or overestimated
NCEP Ta during polynya events must be different in the two
years, resulting in different ice thickness errors. However, since
we discovered the masking effect for very thin ice due to
the strong temperature gradient between surface and lower
atmosphere (see Section IV-B), the differences in uncertainties
between the two winter seasons are first obvious for thicker ice.
The Envisat ASAR image for the same date shows a polynya
signature. However, we cannot draw a conclusion about the
thin-ice distribution from Envisat ASAR to decide which thermal ice thickness distribution is more reliable.
Summarizing the results from the two case studies, the
following four situations concerning uncertainties of the atmospheric variables and their effect on the retrieved ice thickness
can be identified.
1) COSMO has a polynya temperature signal which corresponds to the MODIS Ts polynya signal (see case
study of [19]): highest accuracy of the resulting thin-ice
retrieval.
2) COSMO has a polynya signal, but the polynya is narrower
than the one in MODIS data: high accuracy in the area
where COSMO variables are adjusted to the polynya
and too thin ice in the area where MODIS still shows a
polynya signal and COSMO Ta is too low (inconsistency
at the Ta jump from thin ice to thick ice).
3) COSMO (if the polynya is extremely narrow and not
resolved in AMSR-E SIC) and NCEP do not show a

Thermal TITs in the Laptev Sea polynya are retrieved for all
available MODIS scenes in the winter seasons 2007/2008 and
2008/2009. The algorithm based on [31] was improved with
respect to the calculation of the atmospheric flux components.
This includes an iterative approach to calculate the turbulent
heat fluxes (variable heat transfer coefficient CH ) based on [45]
and an improved parameterization of the atmospheric emission
coefficient εa following [43].
The comparison of the transfer coefficient applied in [31]
with the present results implies that the use of a constant CH
as in [31] leads to an underestimation of the ice thickness. The
parameterization of long-wave radiation according to [47] in
comparison to [43] results in an overestimation of the retrieved
ice thickness. The modified parameterizations are expected to
result in improved ice thicknesses because the stratification of
the atmospheric boundary layer is taken into account.
A statistical error estimation is performed with MODIS Ts
and NCEP atmospheric variables for the two winter seasons
2007/2008 and 2008/2009. First, the ranking of all input variables is analyzed. It is found that the uncertainties of the 2-m
air temperature Ta and the ice surface temperature Ts have the
highest impact on the derived TIT. Second, a Monte Carlo error
estimation is performed for all MODIS scenes in the two winter
seasons. The errors between both winters differ for ice thicker
than 20 cm, indicating the high influence of the uncertainty in
NCEP Ta . The mean absolute error for ice thicknesses up to
20 cm is ±4.7 cm.
The comparative sensitivity analysis shows two case studies
with NCEP and COSMO Ta as well as the derived TIT products TITMODIS+NCEP and TITMODIS+COSMO . For the higher
quality atmospheric data set COSMO, the results show that the
prescription of the sea ice field using AMSR-E SIC gives too
narrow polynyas in comparison to MODIS Ts . Due to these
inconsistencies between MODIS and AMSR-E polynya areas,
an underestimation of the ice thickness occurs with farther
distance from the fast-ice edge. We conclude that at a simple
prescription of the polynya area as done in the COSMO model
configuration is not sufficient to simulate realistically the atmospheric variables. A prescription of the thin-ice distribution
in atmospheric models as provided by our thin-ice product
TITMODIS+NCEP is required to describe the polynya situation
more accurate.
In contrast, NCEP atmospheric data do not capture polynyas
but show a homogenously distributed Ta . If the NCEP Ta is
underestimated, the retrieved ice thickness is too thin. However,
the temperature bias in NCEP Ta found in comparison to
COSMO Ta leads to rather overestimated ice thicknesses.
The following can be demonstrated: 1) the uncertainties in
very thin ice is mostly independent of the uncertainties in
the atmospheric variables, and 2) an underestimation of Ta
results in a strong underestimation of the ice thickness, and an
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Fig. 7. (a) MODIS ice surface temperatures (Ts ) from January 6, 2009, 0205 UTC. (b) Corresponding NCEP 2-m air temperature (Ta ) from January 6, 2009,
0000 UTC. (c) Corresponding COSMO Ta from January 6, 2009, 0200 UTC. (d) Envisat ASAR image of January 6, 2009, 0248 UTC. (e) Ice thickness distribution
as calculated with MODIS Ts and NCEP atmospheric variables (TITMODIS+NCEP ). (f) Ice thickness distribution as calculated with MODIS Ts and COSMO
atmospheric variables (TITMODIS+COSMO ).

overestimation of Ta results only in a moderate overestimation of the ice thickness. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the NCEP data set is appropriate for the calculation of the
TITs up to 20 cm in the Laptev Sea for the two winter
seasons 2007/2008 and 2008/2009. Moreover, the combination
of MODIS Ts with NCEP atmospheric variables is applicable
for the calculation of TIT up to 20 cm for longer time periods (2000–today) and other polar regions. When applying the
energy balance model to longer periods, problems with the
MODIS cloud mask could appear. During the night, MODIS
visible channels cannot be used to identify clouds, reducing
the quality of the mask. Our thin-ice studies are therefore
only focused on sea ice regions where polynyas occur (for the
application of a polynya mask, see previous discussion). This
helps in reducing thin-ice artifacts.
TITMODIS+NCEP for the two winters represents a valuable
high-resolution verification data set for sea ice simulations and
remote sensing methods. However, a complete spatial coverage
of sea ice areas is rare because of the limitations by cloud
coverage and nighttime conditions. This problem is partly
solved by building daily composites (similar to [50] and [51]),
which results in about 70% data coverage for the two winters.
A future perspective in terms of the improvement of the TIT
algorithm could be a closer coupling with atmospheric model
data. For example, the radiation fluxes from the COSMO model
could be used instead of simple empirical parameterizations.
Referring to the atmospheric data sets, the ERA-Interim data
set will be additionally used in combination with MODIS to

calculate the TIT in future studies. The ERA model captures
polynyas using SSM/I data. However, preliminary results also
show a warm bias for ERA-Interim data because the areas
with increased temperatures above the polynyas are too large.
Further examination is necessary here.
With regard to the shortcomings of the 2-m air temperature
from atmospheric models, a bias correction is under development in order to adjust NCEP and COSMO Ta , respectively.
This correction of the model air temperature could increase the
quality of the MODIS TIT data set.
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